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kBSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

3eneral Aptitude Test Battery (GIM3), first published in 1947, has
Deen included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB
onsists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
kbility; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established,in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when coMbined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
(AG)
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FOR

FRUIT SORTER 9-68.60
PACKER (agric.) 9-68.35

B-376 or S-116

Summary

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B.a002A, was administered to four samples
of workers employed as-Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 or Packer (agri0.) 9-68.35. The
table below shoWs for each of these samples the typei of fruit packed or'SOrted,.
the nunher included in thefinal experimental samples, and the type of cri.r
terion used for validation purposes.

,Sample Fruit Packed' N CriterionH

California
Florida
Washington
California

Pears, Pluns
Citrus Fruit
Apples
Cherries

74 Supervisory ratings
57 Supertisory ratings-
44 SupervisOry'ratings
94 Supervisory ratings

The four samples were analyzed separately and in combination. On the basis
of the statistical and qualitative analysis of the data, Aptitudes P-Form
Perception, F-Finger Dexterity and M4lanual Dexterity were selected for in-
clusion in the test normz.

GATB Norms for Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer (agric.) 9-68.35

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002, the minimum acceptable score for each
aptitude included in the test norms for Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer
(agric.) 9-68.35.

B-376 or s-116-

Minimum Acceptable

B-1002

Aptitude Tests

70

75

70
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Effectiveness of Norms

- 2 -

The data in Table V-E indicate that 40 of the 78 poor workers, or 51 percent
of them, did not achieve the minimum scores established as cutting scores on

the recommended test norms. This shows that 51 percent of the poor workers
would not have been hired if the recommended test norms had been used in the

selection process. Moreover, 158 of the 196 workers who made qualifying test

scores, or 81 percent, ware good workers.
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''
This study was conducted to determine the best combination of aptitudes and

minimum scores to be used aS nornis on the General Aptitude Test Battery for

the occupations of Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer kagric. 9-68.35.

II. Samples

This study is based on fOur samples of eniployed fruit packers and sorters. .

The test norms were :developed on the basis of the rdsults for -all four samples.

A. Sample I (California)

Between August 30, 1955 and November 30, 1955, the, GATB, B-1002A, was

administered,to 109 Plum ttuad Pear Packers from six packing 'sheds in

communities in the vicinity cif Auburn; 'Califor*ia. This was all of a

potential sample of 185 Plum and Pear PEickers living within-a twenty-

five mile radius of Auburn that could be persuaded to take the tests.

The transient workers, variously estimated as:.-100 to 150 in the area

during a season, were not indluded s'inee 'it WaS the shed operators'
conclusion that they could not be persuaded`-to'take the:tests.

.

Of the 109 packers testdd 35 were.excluded from'the final sample'for

the folluwing reasons:

Number Excluded' Reason

12
Over 45 rars old

4 :Under 16', years old
Had''College training
Language barrier

4 Criterio,datajaotayailable

The final sar..ydo -hus consisted of 74 Plum-and Pear PaCkers. All were

woraen.

Sporadic training had been given' to sethe 1oa1 v:orkers in o -of the

sheds. Very early fruit vras- iteed 'in actual--Shed packing conditions and

one of the older and more experienced,workers demonstrated ,p steps

,and attempted 'to cOrrect'. any awkward 'Motioni-thiW--thi 'learners exhibited.

Some workers -,Irere weeded but "during-tie

B. ',Sample II (Florida)
,

.
This sample consists of two groups of women employed as Citrus.:Fruit

Packers at the, Waverly Growers...Coop .Packing Houpe, Wayerly, Florida and

at the snively Groves, Inaoriorated; -Winter Haien, Florida.
,
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B. The GATB, B-1002A., was administered on June 21, 1955 to a group of 35

women Citrus-Fruit Packers at the Waverly Growers Coop Packing House,
Waverly, Florj.d.a. Four packers were elimins.ted from the sample because
they did not understand parts of the test. This left a final experi-
mental sample of 31 packers at this plant.

The GATB, B-1002A, was administered between June 24 and July 18, 1955
to a group of 27 women who had been employed as Citrus-Fruit Packers
during the past citrus season at the Snively Groves, Incorporated, Winter
Haven, Florida. These 27 packers were tested when they reported to the
local employment office to make applications for unemployment compensa-
tion. No special selection method was used. Those packers "who reported
in to make applications for unemployment compensation had the study ex-
plained to them and were asked to participate. It should be noted that
none of the packers refused to participate. Under thes9 circumstances,
it is reasonable to believe that the sample should not be, oonsidered as
a selected, or volunteer sample , though the use of claimants might so
indicate. One of the 27 packers tested was eliminated from the sample
because she did not understand parts of the tests, which left a final
experimental sample of 26 packers.

The job duties and the age, education, experience an/ aptitude profiles
of the two samples were found to be sufficiently similar to assume that
the job performance levels and therefore, the, supervisory ratings were
comparable. Thus, the statistical analYsis Was based on the total sam-
ple of 57 women: 31 from, Waverly Growers Coop and 26 from Snively
Groves, Incorporated.

The minimum hiring age for packers is 18 years. There appears to be no
upper limit as long as the worker is physically-fit to perform the
duties of packer. No . nlinimum. amount of education is specified; however,
packers are expected to be able to read and write. Experience is not
required but is preferred.

C. Sample III (Washington)

On November 19 an.d December 2, 1954, -bhe GATB, B-1002A, was administered
to 44 Apple Packers who had been employed dUring the packing season at
the Wens.tchee Wenoka Fruit Company and the Cascadian Fruit Company in
Wenatchee, Washington. The tested sample consists of 43 women and one
man. All 44 were retained in the final wimple.

Only those packers With two or more seasons of packing experience were
considered for Anolusion in the sample: The Wenatchee Wenoka plant had.
60 experienced packers and the Casoadian plant had-30. Of these packers,
32 from Wenatchee Wenoka and 12 from Casoadian volunteered to take part
in the testing. The teatinz, was done eafter the close of the packing
season.

.

The length. of the trainilieriod _is at '1eas-6 Cole,pacsliing,seasorr,i47:::----...
e.bout three ozi . deteriainid
against length of r--1(triencie

, .

Workers .were selected for employment as Apple: Packer,e on 'the basis,

interest in -bhe work., phy;aioal ability to work-in:=1k-iiiiraciiig..-Piastblia:,-.. .. .

for a nine-hour shift -and deir.onftrtited?'aptriefis. at -13tickiiir-in;apacklng
sOltool prior to the packing season.;_"--7";:i'l ' .

.
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D. Sample IV (California)

The GATB, 13-1002A, was administered during December 1956 and January
1957 to 97 female workers employed in Lodi, California by three com-
panics as Cherry Sorter 9-68.60 and Cherry Packer 9-68.35. Three
workers were eliminated fram the tested sample: one because of exces-
sive age, one because of a low amount of education and OMB because Of
poor attitude. This left a final experimental sample of 94 women,
distributed as follows among the three companies in which these workers
were employed:

Companies (iOcated-inLadi, N
,

American National Foods
Neggblade Nero/leas CoMpany
Valley-Truit CamPanY

27
32
35

Total 94 agi"-

The potential sanple consisted of 202 workers employed by the three
companies. Of these workers, 65 wore not tested: 17 beeause of an
insufficient amount of experience, 31 because of excessive _age or an
insufficient amount.of education and 17 because they refused to be
tested or had a negative attitude toward the project. The balance of
137 workers were scheduled for testing but 40 did not appear and could
not be persuaded to be tested at a later date. Thus,-97 workers were
tested, and as indicated above, 94 workers were included in the final sample.

There more no special training courses given by the employers. New
workers were given on-the-job training by a forelady. The foreladies
agreed that in most cases they could determine by the end of.the first
meek if,a beginner could become a successful worker:

4

The select:Ion procedures and hiring requirements at all three companies
; mere much -ohe same.,. The minimum.age requirement was 16 years -(legal

minimum i...... California) and there'ves nO' maximum age limit: c4Bowever,
the Mrciadies exhibited considerable-hesitation about hiring_inex=

1

perienced workers aver 60 years of age. 'fforkers must be able to stand
during the entire' shift. There are no.edUdaiional requiremonts. Appli-
cants with no experience must agree to stag for the entire season. The
foreladies do the hiring and make se1eott6 'on the basis of a brief ,

ervicw:

Table 11 showe the meansstandard deviations. ranges and Pe-r-on roduct-
moment correlations with'the criterion for agei educittiOh.and experienoe

6
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TABLE II

Number of Mbrkers in Sample (10, Means (M), Standard Deviations

Ranges, and Pearson Product-Moment Correlations mith the
Criterion (r) for Age, Education and

Experience for each Sample

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Packer (agrie.) 9-68.35

Age (years

Sample I 74 26.4 8.6

Sample II 57 41.6 8.9

Sample III 44 45.4 11e3

Sample IV 94 41.8 8.9

Combined 269 37.8 11.6

Education
(years).

Sample I 74 10.8 1.4
Sample II 57 4.4 1,.7

Sample III 4p 10.4 '2.0

Sample IV: 94 -8.7 1.9

Combined 269 9.5 2.0'

_Experience
1:

(seasons)

Sample I
Sample II,
Sample III
Sample IV,:

(mos.)

74 6.5 6.1'

57 14.3 5.9
44 14.4 10.5

94 11.0 8.7

16-44 .182#
24-67' -.259
23-67 -.287
17-58. -.192
16-67

7-12 -.2

-.5-12 .148
6-14 -.168
4-13 -.077
4-14 .;.,.-

1.-T25 4487*
3-26 .127

1/2-45' .206*

it; Corrected for broad categories
* Significant at the .05 level.'

** Significant at the 01 level

The correlations between experience and the criteriaa for Sample I and

SamoleIV z. . lignificant ,,indicating that the more experienced workere

in these "IT2's tend-to be nDre prbauctivilAindioi t1iit:924suPervisors

making the 4-cings tend to be'biased in favor'oe'the'MOre exPerieneed:,-

workers. None of the other correlations is significant.
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Sample I is considerably younger than the other three samples, Samples I and

III have had the most education, and Samples II and III have had the most ex-

perience. Sample III shows the greatest variability with respect.to age,

education and experience. Since available experience data were expressed in

months for Sample IV and in seasons for the other samples, and since the

lengbh of the fruit packing seasbn varies from year to ,year, it was not feasi.

ble to combine the data to obtain statistics on length of experience for "the

Combined Sample.

The data in Table II indicate that the four samples are suitable for test

development purposes with respect to age, education and experience.

Job Descriptions

Job Titles: Fruit Sorter (agric ; can. & preserv: ; whole tr.

Ch'erry Sorter' 9...68.60
. .

Packer (agric.') 9-68.35
Apple Packer' 9-68.35
Cherry Packer '9-68.35
Citrus-Fruit Packer' 9-68.35

Packer' 9-68.35
Plug-Packer 9-68.35

APPLE PACKER
Job Summary: Packs pre-graded and sized apples in wooden boxes by hand.

Takes empty apple box from overhead conveyor and places box on waist-high

mobile packing stand. Inserts corrugated liner in box. Rapidly reaches

sideways with one hand to pick apple out of slowly revolving bin and, at

the same time, grasps tissue wrap with other hand. Wraps apple and places

it in box. Continues this oPeration, packing box in layers and count

according to size of apples being packed. Stamps identifying number on

both ends of box. Depresses pedal to tip table so that box _slides onto

conveyor.
- -,

Work Performed: Prepares, for packing. Places waist-high mobile packing

stand in posi-zion. Reaches and grasps empty apple box from overhead cen-
veyor and places box on inclined table of' stand: Inserts corrugated liner

in box. .
. ,

.

Wraps and packs, pre-graded and sized apples. Reaches, rapidly, and in
sidewaya with one hand.'and takes'aiple reirolVing,

and at:` the saMe`,time grasPs.oil tiasUa:Wiap,.!front,''ileeking stand Et;
other I:and. Threws aple in'to wrap, twis-ta2*raii';'tce.. 'Cover aPPle ..andi'paCks
wrapped apple in box With blessom, end teWard'';'iacker.,: C,On-Eiriues this cipere.=-

ti on, paaking boX: in:lai,ers: and c ount according

packed. Places apples' oiit :ta' grade on return oonveror. . '
L;011 ;

Removes paOked box., steimpd or marks identifying number:on:end 'of box.

Pushes stand one Or two fe et' te:.waist;hi 1:`Moiine Veit' e eninfaier .' 'bet resies:

s,appro
. ;

pedal to tip table' so 'that tax Trek

slides onto conveyor.
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CHERRY PACKER
CHERRY SORTER
Job Suilimary: Sorts amd gradet cherries and paoks them in a box in a pre-
determined pattern in order to maintain grade and toproduce,an'attraCtive
box of'fruit.
Work Performed: Places empty cardboard-lined box on inclined table bin.
Pulls down a small amount of cherries from supply piled on inclined table
and scans fruit to determine size of cherries to be packed. Sorts out and
tosses doubles and defective cherries with. spurs.or bird pecks into con-
tainer placed on shelf above table. Sorts and tosses small, stemless, and
choice cherries into other appropriate containers on shelf. Picks up
cherries one at a time, with thumb and index finger, and places them in
cardboard-lined box with seem side of cherry and stem positioned up. Holds
cherry in position with finger of other hand while obtaining and positioning
another cherry. Determines number of rows and number of cherries per row
in the box on basis of size of cherries being packed. Packs first two
layers carefully according to above procedure. Finishes pack by filling the
box with loose cherries, following no pattern- but maintaining grade. Lifts
and carries filled box and places it on scales; notes weight and adds or
removes cherries so that packed box meets weight.'specificatiOns. Places
identifying tag on top of packed box. Picks up empty cardboard-lined box
and returns to work station. May dumPtIlled box of fruit on to inclined
table bin. May use card with standardized holes in order to maintain con-
sistent sizeof cherries.
CITRUS-FRUIT PACKER
Job Summary: Packs citrus fruit in wooden packing crates, arranging fruit
according to size. Places protective strip in front of crate bifore packing
last layer to keep fruit from being pinched when,lid is fastened. Paoks top
layer of fruit, paying special attention to appearance. Stamp's size of fruit
packed on outside of crate ,with rubber stamp. Places individual identifica-
tion ticket through wire on top of crate. Pushes filled crate on box st'and
to conveyor which takes it to Crate Nailer.

Work Performed: Prepares work station. Picks up identification tickets
froia office, carries them to work station and places them within reach.
Obtains empty crate from rack about three feet abcsve packing-bin, turns and
places crato on a box stand.

Packs citrus fruit. Stands in front of fruit bin, pieks up one or two
pieces of fruit in each hand,and places, them i:n,bottcla of crate, according
to specific npattern" fOr tba Size Of fruit being,PaCked. plitces fruit ,in
layers until ready for top. laYer... Picka,,Up a cardbo'ard' striP from ledges
above packing bin and places "it along,the indide frCint edge of iirate,yith .

about half Of it protruding so'that it -Oeui be falai:a:over, -66 preVent:
-pinching of fruit when lid is fastened. 'cks top layer of' fruit in orate,

paying special. attention ,to appearance. Stamps, size of fruit packed on
outside of crate ,wIth rubber stamp. Pulls lid up and aver., so that , it oan
be fastened easily. Places identification io . of
orate. Rolls filled crate on boxe41.4.iict'elroiit'ii1-43,61,-feA,,-6:ci;,-;.bOic: 600,61Yeri,
and pushes orate onto metal chain:1tracks Whichr'conveY A.:to
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teezeLam0134r"fanorpacke" citrus fruit to fill special orders. Wraps
individual, fruit in protective tissue or foil paper. Arranges, fruit so
tioat 0021011161 label faces up on each piece. Decorates pack by placing such
efillaitibibtil :MIS SO kumquats or leveta in places that make pack attrac-!
Willits ay inelude jars or glasses of citrus jelly or jam on top layer of
pale
Zto 4r. pink trait In bags. Places net nosh bag on paoking. table. (Bags vary
Lii eirybasity tram 6 lbs. to lbs., 20 lbs., and 45 lbs.) Reaches forward
tate peeking bdri and placate fruit into bag manually until bag is filled.
:Muerte idenitifieetioa tag into bag. Draws string ends of bag top and ties
a double Icort. Lifts bag from pad:fats table and places it on,.floor adjacent
le teat statics dbr restoval to storage or to loading platform.

PIM PM=
ELM Me=
ideb Dunzxys Selects peers or pima from. a bin, tub, or traveling table and

ist a basket, box, Or other container in a prescribed pattern.
senteiner utth identifying nark and places container on conveyor.

Cal* Ferhorneds Selects the proper size box for packing plums or pears
speolfle instructions or the size of the fruit to be packed.

Seilaots fruit frau a. bin, laab, traveling table or endless conveyor belt
1110 00rdi tO else and layer of the fruit being packed. Rejects cull
fruit=bar passed the Frait Sorter. Rakes complete selection for
alas trot fruit traveling on a moving endless belt, or makes final selec-
SUM AMR fruit first sized by a rope or flexible curtain sizer. May wrap
find* 12 paper. Places fruit in a. basket, box or other container in a

bed pareormw Rimrinsert padding, collar or akims around and between
of fruit. hien container so that, the number of rows, the number of

fret. in a raw, the or the filled oontainer, and the extent of over-int Or °WO. Of tkO 14-st row of fruit will be within prescribed limits.
neaps iderrtityl.,g =whew, on packed container. ,Lifts, carries,_ or slides
the oentniner oat* oonveyor. Rotates from station to station on the pack-
lag linos pro,pessing frau packing the smallest, to packing the largest
fruit so tit. .t each packer bas equal opportunity to pack the most clearable
sizes.

EV. arfoorluantal Battery

All or the tests of the GAM, B-1002A, were ackainiptered to

V. Criterion
A. Sample I (California)

Supervisory ratings in three broad,categor4.es,were:msed as the-criterion.
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Each foreman was instructed to classify each of his workers into one of

the following three classifications: "Superior," "Good Workers, or Will

Become Good Workers," and "Not so Good, or Will Take a Long Time." It

was explained to each foreman that these descriptions of the categories
had been selected to aid him in comparing each worker with the total
population of fruit packers with -whose work he was familiar, and to per-

'mit him to make a correction for the learning period. Charts showing
the three classifications were. spread out in front of the foremen at the

time they rated, their workers. Nine foremen provided the ratings. The --

number of workers rated by each foreman rangeci from 2 to 16.

The distribution of ratings in the three broad categories and the quan-
titative values corresponding to the broad categories computed for use

in the statistical analysis are ehown below.

Criterion
Group N

Superior 22
Good 35
No-b so Good 17

B. Sample II (Florida)

Quantitative
Value

62
49
37

The criterion consists of rank order ratings made by the packing house

foreman (first line supervisor) of each packing house. Additional rank

order ratings for the workers wei=e\mad.e by each of the packing house
superintendents (second line supervisors). 'The rank order ratings were
converted to linear scores based on the normal curve. The linear scores

of the two subsamples were combined into one distribution for the total

sample of 57 workers.

Packing house superintendent ratings were not used in tfie final analysis

of this study because it was established that the packing house foreman,

has the opportunity for closer observation of packers, and, 'therefore,

should have the most ve/id knowledge of the quantity and quality of the

work performed by packers.

Production records based on the average hourly rate earned by packers

over a period of one week were also obtained for each worker. It was

not possible to obtain production records over a longer period,of, time

since it was a problem to obtain, a period of at, least one week when all

packers V: Erre world.ng and all varieties Of fruit Were available end
being continuously supplied, to the packers; also it could not be estab-

lished that all of the packers had an equal change to paok

Tam of fruit. For these reasons production records were not used as

the final criterion.
I I .

Table III shows the, intercorrelations (product-Moment correlations) of

the foreman ratiners superintendent ratings, and production records.
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TABLE III

Product-Moment Intercorrelations of Foreman-Ratings,
- Superintendent Ratings and ProductionRecords

for Sample 11 - Florida

N 57

,
Production Recorqs

Average Hourly Earnings
Foreman
Ratings

,

Forepqn
Ratings .727 ---

.

Superintendent
Ratings .499 .660

Reasonably-high agreement was Obtained between foreman ratings and

superintendent ratings. There was considerably-more agreeMent be-
tween foreman ratings and production records than between superin-
tendent ratings and production records. This is additional evidence
that foremnn ratings should be selected as the criterion for this

study.

In addition to preparing rank order ratings for the wprkers, the
packing house foremen also rated the packers as "good," "average,"

and "poor." Althou-h proxite1y one-third of the packers in each
sample mw.e placed L'a each of these broad categories, tho raters dld

nat force this df_stzibution. These broad category ratingo were not
used to connute product-moment correlations with the aptitudes, but
were used for dividing the sample into high and lam' criterion groups
when the selective efficiency of various sets of test norms was

evaluatc :. by means of the tetrachorio correlation teohnique.

C. Sample 7ZI (Nadhington)

The criterion consists of the average number of boxes packed per hour

for the three-month packing season. The criterion scores ranged from

12.0 to 20.8. The mean score WAS 16.9. The standard deviation VAS
2.0.

D. Sample IV (California)

The criterion consists of rank order ratings (converted to linear
socres) by the first line supervisors, the, foreladieS. The pro-
cedure for raLking'was. ma adaptation of the-.Rank CoMparison%Rating
Method. The first line supervisor at.each, of. the :three ,plants :ranked-,

,

her workers on three different datee. The''dates rating's Ware Made:-
by the supervisor.at each company are shown '
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Company Dates Ratings were Made

Valley Fruit Company
Heggblade Margueleas Company
American National Food Company

(all dates were in 1956)

7/24; 8/15; 10/17

8/14; 10/23; 11/29
7/24; 8/141 10/17

The first ratings made by each supervisor were selected as the final o riterion

since they were the most recent ratings made after the cherry packing season

closed in June 1956. The linear scores for the three atibsamples were combined.

into one distribution for the total sample of 94 workers. The product-moment

correlation between the selected criterion of first ratings and the total of

second and third ratings made by the supervisors was .93, indicating that the

criterion has good reliability.

VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

The job duties of the kinds of fruit packers and sorters covered by this study

are basically the same. Mien more than one sample performing the same job or

closely related jobs are available and the data are comparable, it is desirable

to combine tham in the statistical analysis because of the greater stability of

results obtained on large samples. Therefore, the analysis of data for fruit

packers and sorters was based on combined samples where such combinations could

be justified statistically.

Table TV-A shows the means and standard deviations for the aptitudes of the

GATB for each sample separately and for the combined sample. The means and

standard deviations are camparable to general working population norms with

a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20 for each aptitude.

Table TV-B dhows the correlations between the criterion aad the aptitudes

of the GATB foz each sample.
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TABLE

Means (V) and Standard Deviations (cr) for the Aptitudes of the
GATB for Each Sample Separately and

for. the Combined Sample

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Packer (agric.) 9-68.35

Aptitudes

Sample I
California
(N = 74)

Sample II
Florida
(N = 57)

Sample III
Washinston
(N = 44)

Sample IV
California
(N = 94)

Combined
Sample
(N = 269)

,

M .
la

G-Intelligence 97.6 14.4 80.6 14.8 94.9 12.7 84.7 16.0 89.1 16.3

V.-Verbal Aptitude
V-Numerical Aptitude

98.3
93.8

15.4
15.7

84.2
73.7

14.4
16.4

99.7
86.213.9

14.0 86.5
80.6

14.4
20.4

91.4
83.7

16.0
18.8

S-Spatial Aptitude 100.4 16.3 83.7 14.9 96.6,15.3 88.1 15.8 91.9 17.0

P-Form Perception 103.2 18.4 75.6 17.9 88.1 16.0 84.7 20.1 88.4 21.1

Q-Clerical Perception 106.6 15.5 81.4 12.8 1 93.4 .14.0 88.2 15.3 92.7 17.5

K-Nbtor Coordination 111.6 15.7 81.2 20.0 93.9 15.2 96.5 17.8 97.0 20.4

F-Finger Dexterity 105.5 18.9 89.0 15.7 99.9 20.9 92.8 18.2 96.6 19.5

M-Manual Dexterity 110.4 27.5' 83.7 24.1 202.5 20.2. 89.9 22.4 96.3 26.1

TABLE IV-B

Pearson Product-Nbment Correlations between the Criterion
and the Aptitudes of the GATB for Each Sample

-,

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Packer, (agric.) 9-68.35

AptitUdez California'

G-Intelligenc
Ir-VerbalAptitude-.:
N-NumeriCal Aptitude
SSpatial'Aptiti.ide

Q.-ClericalPereePtien:-
K-Mater'Caordination'
F-FinerDeserit3r-,
M-Manru4 Dexberity

, .

-.093 --
"-.039,
--.000:

.160-L

Sample II
Florida
(N = 57)

Sample III
Wa:shinston

-.087 7.

334*

Correlations Corrected for broad categories
* Significant at the .05 level

** Significant at the .01 level
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The statistical results were interpreted in the light of the qualitative
analysis of the -work performed by fruit packers and sorters. The following
aptitudes appear important from a qualitative analysis of the jobs:

Form Perception (P) - required to recognize differences in size and
shapes of fruit,iTS select the correct size of fruit for a prede-
termined size of box and packing pattern, and to visualize the vari-
ous patterns in which the fruit is packed. Required to pack fruit
in prescribed pattern and to visually inspect fruit for imperfections.

Motor Coordination (K) - required to coordinate hands and eyes in
picking up fruit and fruit wrap simultaneously and placing fruit
in wrap so that the trade name is properly displayed, and in. pick-
ing up fruit in both hands simultaneously to place it in the pack.
according to a predetermined pattern. Required to place liners in
boxes , grasp apples and paper, -wrap the apple s , and place apple s

in the boxes. Required jo pick up proper size cherries and place
them in box and to pickip and discard imperfect cherries.

Finger Dexterity (F) and Manual Dexterity (11) -` required to pick

up fruit and place it in propii-jositiontainer.

A comparison of the mean aptitude scores in Table IV-A shows that, in
general, Sample I has the highest mean scores and Sample II has the

k

lowest mean scores. For each aptitude, the difference between the
highest and lowest mean scores ig'quite large. The profiles of mean apti-
tude scores for the four samples are quite similar, however. For the total
sample, the highest mean scores in decreasing order of magnitude, were ob-
tained for Aptitudes K, F and IS, respectively.

:.4

ca.

The data in Table IV-B show that, except for Aptitude S, each aptitude has
a significant correlation with the criterion in at least one of the four

samples. Aptitudes P, F and IA have significant correlations in three sam-
ples. None of the aptitudes has a significant correlation in all four

samples.

On the basis o2 the qualitative and quantitative evidence cited above,

Autitudes P, 1' and m warranted further consideration for inclusion in
the test nors. Aptitudes F and M were selected for consideration be-
cause they :.pueared important on the basis of the qualitative analysis of
the jobs, br..d relatii-ely high mean scores, and'had a significant correla-

tion with the criterion in three of the four samples. Aptitude K was,
selected because this aptitude appeared important, on the basis of the,
qualitative analysis and had a relatively high,mean score. Aptitude P.

was selected because this aptitude appeared important on thebasisof.the,
qualitative analysis and had a significant correlation with the criterion

in three samples. None of the other aptitudes-were' cOnsidered *further fOr
inclusion in the norms because none, appeared important,from the iqualitativa---

analysis,' n'one had a relativelY high mean scure,:.'.0*a
-correlation with';the criterionin
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Various combinations of Aptitudes PI X, F and NI mith appropriate cutting scores

were selected as trial norms. The relationship between each set of trial norms

and the dichotomized criterion was determined for each sample separately and

for the total sample. A comparison of the results dhomed that norms consisting

of P-70, F-70 and N-70 had better selective efficiency than any other set of

norms tried.

Ia test development studies, an attempt is made to develop a set of norms such

that the cutting score for each aptitude will be set at a five-point score le-

vel close to one standard deviation helaw the aptitude mean of the experimental

sample. Adjustments of cutting scores from one standard deviation below the

mean are made to effect better selective efficiency of the noras. In the case

of this study the aptitude cutting scores are each within ten points of one

standard deviation below the aptitude mean of the combined sample.

VII. Concurrent Validity of-Norms

/ In order to compute tetrachoric correlation coefficients between the norms and

the criterion for the four separate samples and for the combined sample, the

criterion for each sample VAS dichotaaized.

The criterion for Sample I VAS dichotamized by placing those workers mith ratings

of "Not so Good" in the law criterion group. Workers with ratings of "Good" and

"Superior" mere placed in the high criterion group.

The broad category ratings were used as the basis for dichotomizing the criterion

for Sample-II. This VAS done by placing those workers with ratings of "Poor"

the low criterion group. 'Workers uith ratings sf '"Average" and "Good" mere

placed in the high criterion group.

The criterion for Simple III was dichotomized by placing those workers whose

average number of boxes packed per hour waslless than 16.7 in the low criterion

group. All other workers mere placed in the high criterion group. The critical

score of 16.7 VAS chosen as the point of dichotamy because the employers indica-

ted that they mere reluctant to retain packers who packed at less than this rate

after one season of experienCe.

The eriterion for Sample IV wu dichotomized so 'that approximately one fifth

of the sample VAS placed in the low criterion group. This pronortion, rather

than one-third, was placed in the low criterion group for the following

reasons (1) The study- was conducted after the packing,season was aver and

all the unsatisfac'tory workers had been s eparated at this Point, leaving a

high proportion of satisfactory workers available forthe
study; (2) It was

noted that most of-the-57 workers.mho either yeguse4 or,did not appear for

testing mere ranked at the louer end of the scale..

Tables V-A, V-B, and V-D show the relationship between teet norms consisting

of Aptitudes p, F and M with minimum .scores of 70, ,70. and 70, respectively; and

'the dichotolized 'criterion,'fOr Sample SamplefyII, Sample ard;,-749-e,117%;_

Table V-E, a composite ,of 'these fotir tableis,,,showe
:thisreiati:On'shipIietreeen the

test norms and the ,ariterion, 'for ,the':combined'sample. Workers *';'eeoli-3;Oli or
terion grOUp have been designated'aa"Peer-imikers'
terion group haqe ,been designated as ''!good' workers

747
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TABLE V-A

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P, F and M

with Critical Scores of 70, 70 and 70, Respectively,

and the Dichotomized Criterion for Sample I (California

Packer (agric.) 9-68.35
N = 74

,

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores

(-

Total

Good Wol.lzers 3 54

.

57

Poor Workers 6 11 17

Total 9 65 . 74 _

2
rtet = ='8.422

a
rtet = '26

P12 4. .005

The data in the above table indicate, a significant relationship between the

norms and the criterion for Sample I.

TABLE V-B .
. ,

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P,, F and M

uith k.;ritical Scores of 70, 70 and 70, ResPectively ,

and the Dichotomized Criterion for

.

Sample. II. Florida
,

Packer, (agric.) 9-68.35
N = 57

Won-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Soo re s Total

Good Workers

Poor Workers

Total

11

16

27
1

26

24

, 30

37

20

57

rtet = .72
= 11.226

, °Tr' = .21 P/2 ..0005

The data in the above table' indicate a significant relationship .between.the

-

normis and 'the 'ciiterion l'Or Sampleli II. . :' 4, ,' 1 ,, .: ....,,-.. :
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TABLE V-0

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P, F and M
with Critical Scores of 70, 70 and 70, Respectively,

and the Dichotomized Criteriorn for Sample III (Washington)

Packer Jagric.) 9-68.35
N = 44

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifytag
Test Scores Total

Good Workers 1 23 24

Poor Workers 6 14 20

Total 7 37 44

rtet = .73 X2 -- 3.662

rtet = .29 P/2 <_ .05

410

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the

test norms and the criterion for Sample III.

TABLE V-D

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P, F and 11

- with Critical Scored of 70, 70 and 70, Respectively,
and the Dichotomized Criterion for Sample IV (California)

Fruit Sorter 9-68:60'
Packer (agric.) 9-68.35

N = 94 .

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores Total

Good Workers

Poor Workers 12 -,

Total:, :30 f :

- .
. . .

°-r.tat .19

- 5,5r, 73,'

21

64 94
.

. X- = 6.496.
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TABLE V-E

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes P, F and M

with Critidal Scores of 70, 70 and 70, Respectively,

and the Dichotomized Criterion for the CoMbined Sample

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Packer (agric.) 9-68.55

N = 269

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores Total

Goo d Workers 33 158 191

Poor Worker s 40 58 78

Total 73 196 269

rtet = .57
"X2 = 30.690

.11 P/2 I .0005

The data in the above table indicate a sigiificant relationship between the

test novas and the criterion for the combined sample.

VIII. Conclusions

On the basis of mean scores, correlation coefficients, the job analysis data

and their canbined selective efficiency, APtitudea p, F and M with -minimum

scores of 70, 70 and 70, respectivelY, are recommended as B.1002 norms for

the occupations of Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and'Packer- (agric) 9-68.60:\ The

equivalent B-1001 norms are P-70, F-75 and M-70.

IX. Determination of Occupational Aptitude- Pattern

When the specific :acras for 221. occupationa include three aptitudes, only

those occupatiozaal patterns which include these three aptitudes with

cutting sco;s:-.s t1-...at are iin 10 points of ,the cutting scores established for

the specifiz: norms are considered for 'that' OdCUPatiôn.--"One of 'the existing 23

Occupational Aptitude Patterns meets these criteria for ,this studY This o°C11

pational aptitude pattern and its B-1002 norms is-OAP-16 (P-75. F-80 and M-80).

The selective efficiency 'of this OAP for:.the combined sampleywas determined by

means of the tetrachoric correlation technique.. A significant relationship

(rtet = .43, crrtet = .10) Was obtained, lietween pAP.:16 ,and the dichotomized cri-

terion amd this' OAP screenecrout-a- proportion4.ef the-sample- (.46) that was with=

in the required range 'of .10 to .60. Therefore, it ,is ,recommended that OAP-16

be used in counseling for the occupations of Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer

(agric.) 9-68.35.

,
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PART II

I. Suramary

After the analysis for the four samples covering the occupations of Fruit
Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer (agric.) 9-68.35 was completed and the B-376
norms were established, test development data became availab?.e for a sample

of Olive Sorters 9-68.60. It was found that the B-376 norms, showed good
selective efficiency for the sample of Olive Sorters as well as for the
total combined sample. The data in Table VIII-B show, the relationship
between the test norma and combined sample of Fruit Sorters, Olive Sorters,
and Packers (agric.). The data in this table indicate that 53 of the 97
poor workers, or 55 percent of them, did not achieve the minimum scores
established as cutting scores on the recommended test norms. This shows
that 55 percent of the poor workers would not have-been hired if the
recommended test norms bad been used in the selection process. Moreover,
188 of the 232 workers who made qualifying test -scores, or 81 percent,
were good workers.

Sample.

The GATB, B-1002A, was administered April 2 and 3, 1956, to 72 of the' 73
women employed as Olive Sorters 9-68.60 at the Lindsay Ripe Olive Company,

Lindsay, California. One worker was not willing to participate in the
study. Of the 72 workers tested, 14 were omitted from the, final samples
13 because they were over 60 years of age, and one because she had diffi-
culty understanding the instructions and attempted few items in each test

part. TherefOre, the final sample consisted of 58 women.

Training consiata of on-the-job instruotion 'given by:the supervisor.
Workers can achieve satisfactory production in approximately three weeks.

There are no or education requirements, although the oompany
prefers to hiro I.:pikers who have at least an eighthgrade education.

Data for the study on Olive Sorter 9-68.60 were considered in,Conjunction

with data for o four samples of Fruit Sorters 9-68.60 and Packers (agrio.)

9-68.35. Tha sz..mple of Olive Sorters has been desifcaated as.SaMple Y.
,

Table VT-A shows o means, standard deviations., ranges, a--ad Pearson'

product-momor2; col-Telations vith_the: criterion gor age, edv.oion, and
experience 2or the study on Olive Sorter-,9,-768.60. Tatile_VI7B alioire the

means, standard deviations, and rangee_for`,age_andeducation 'for the
Combined Sample Olive ,Sorters and the, saMples,,OP, B"ruit SOrtera 'and,
Packers (agric.).

.
,

; j, ;

tf"

P.? ;

-r,
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TABLE VI-A

Means (M), Standard Deviations (cc), Ranges, and Pearson Product-Moment
Correlations with the Criterion (r)

for Age, Education and Experience

Olive Sorter,9-68.60
N = 58,

7K Range

Age (years) 47.8 8.1 30-60 .367**

Education (years)

1

9.3 2.0 6-13 .437**

Experience (months) 67.8 55.9 3-236 .012

Significanb -at the :01 level
Significant at. the..05 level-.

TABLE VI-B

4.

Standard Deviations (a) and, Ranges, for Age and ,Education

.
Combined Sample

'Olive Sorter. 9-68.60

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60 and packer'(agric.) 9-68.35
,

= 327 .

Oangc.

)qo (voers) 39.6 11.7 ,16-67'

; duca-sion (years 9.4 2.0 4-14

The data:in Table indicate that there is no Significant correlation,

betWeen expo a,:acl. the 'criterion.- The' negatiVe , correlation ,between

age and the iL ion and the ,positive correlation:FetWeen _eduCation and,,
the briterLca riay indicate a bias on the-parti'ot;,!:the- SuperviaOrS infayor

of the :yOu:-.ser workers who' probablY,.have more eduaation, or it` may: indi-
cate that -*she ,yOunger 'werkera :with mOre -,6duc'aiion 'tend, to be more,,profi:-
cient :on the job: Thc data in Table VI=A,,indicate.that-the:sampie4,is_',=-,'
suitable for 'test .deVelOpizent'Purpbseswith,,,respeot to age, ieduaation,aid
oz*rf.once. since' -it ?rais,not feasible -:to combine,the,,experience _data_,:bo

ooca:j.._ stistios on leneCh for :'the :four,' giaMples,:for Pruit

Sorteci and Packers .(agric:),:`data 'for' experience`,fOr the ,COmbined:-,saMpIe
is :not' shown in Table V1-B.

$
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III. Job Description

Job Title: Olive Sorter 9-66.60

Job summary: Grades olives as they pass along conveyor belt. Observes
appoaranco, texture, and color (degree of ripeness). Using thumb and fore-
fingers of each hand "picks out" culls (fruit with blemishes or defects
which make them unfit for oanning), overripe, and "off color" fruit, and.

drops them in proper conveyor channel leading to discard bins. Removes
stems, leaves, and other extraneous material.

Work Performed: Performs fr, one or more of the following operations in the
"ER:-Efrigof olrves.

"Green" Sort (Receiving and Grading): Grades and sorts olives for

condition only. Usine thumb and forefingers of each hand "picks out"

off-grade olives, leaves, and foreign material from stream of fruit

passing along conveyor belt, and with a twisting motion drops fruit
into palm of banis, and "tosses off" leaves or foreign material.

When palms are filled, drops off-grade olives in proper conveyor
channel leading to discard bins.

While required .only to sort out off-grade fruit and extraneous
material, must do so rapidly in order to keep pace vrith the continuous

flow of olives from the receiving conveyor belt onto the sorting con-

veyor belt. Careful handling of olives is required so as not to bruise

fruit. Sorters wear gloves, and sit -or, stand, while working. Fruit is

graded for size by mechanical siser before going to storage holding

tanks.

"Wet" Sort.: Gradoa and sorts olives for processing. The olive "Grade
1717371r-(raaimrity) determined by the foreman is fixed for the sorters

for each lot of olives graded. Using thumb and forefingers of each hand

" picks out" shriveled, overripe "oils," and "off-color" fruit, f rom

stream of fruit passing along conveyor belt, and with twisting motion

drops fruit into palm of hands. Ellen palms are filled, drops off-grade
fruit in proper conv:yor channel leading to discard bins. Destems

olives that laiszed ".:/y mechanical destemer.

Sorters vear rubber gioves, and sit or stolid, while working. 2).ives

from stor....ge or fomentation tanks are destemmed by mechanical 'destemmer

before going to "wet" sort. The "flow" of olives before the olive -sort-

ers is regulated. to the quantity of "sort out",,,requirad for each lot of

fruit. Olives are also conveyed between.,various prooessing points in

rnming water "channe10 to avoid fruit.braeiii ,

Canning Sort: Grades and sorts processedlolivee forCanning.- Using,

lEalb and forefingers of eaoh,hand pickle,-,4;;Off4izea"machinery bruised

(table culls), and' overripeo'Clivez ,fruit'passing,]

along conveyor belt* *i.a.d with, a twistineMetiCn drops frUit ino'ialm of

hands. Men palms`sini 'filled, drops ,olivies:',,intC,"proPer Conveyor ,Channel'
leading to discai'd 16311,

i-,.z.v7,:r"cT,T,.

f.-Ce
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Sorters wear rubber gloves, and sit or stand, while working. Careful

handling of olives is required so ad not te bruise fruit. This is

final sort before olives go to can filling.,bowl.

Tv- EmsElnill_mtaLlaIam

All the tests of the GATB, B-1002A, were administered to the sample group.

V. Criterion

The criterion for this study consisted of rank order ratings converted to

linear scores made by the first line and second line supervisors. Ratings

and reratings were made by each supervisor. The oorrelations between the

two sets of ratings made by the first line and second line supervisors were

.97 and .96, respectively. The ratings and reratings made byeadh super- *"

visor were averaged and a correlation Vas obtained between the averaged

ratings (.81). An average of the averaged linear scores of the ratings and

reratings made by the two supervisors was used as the final criterion for

this study.

vi. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

Data for the sample of Olive Sorters and the combined samples of Fruit

Sorter and Packer (agric.) were analyzed separately and in combination on

the basis of both statistioal and qualitative considerations.

A. Statistical Analysis.: Table1711-A.Showd the,meina,,standard deviations,

and Pearson productal,momeat eorrelations:Ki* the Prtberien,cPr theraptia

tmies of the GATB, for Olive Sorter 9-68.60. -The i0632.5::aTa'stti,lidard..

.4eviationsare oomparable to.general working population norms with a-

mean ofj100.and a standard.deViation ef20 fOr:sachlaptitude.

Table V7I-Bshornethemuxuas_and
standardideviations:tor the aptitUdes

,of-theIGATB,, eor 'the Combined 'Sample.':.

eigt

TABLE.VII-A

Mea (4), Standard Doviations (a), and Pearson Product.:Kament

Correlations with tho Criterion (r) for-the Aptitudes of the GATB

Olive. Sorter 9-68.60

N 58

-Aptitudes M
....

a .r

.

.G-Intelligence
Ar-Vcaqma4ptitudo'
1T-NuMbribalitUde,
SSPatial:'4.i-oiti4e-
P7Poi-ii,:piraefrtio5,.. ...
9,-C1erioi1ler4PiiOn
IC=MotorCOOrdination
F4inger'Op*ieriv-
,M41.anUal:Deitari

, ,;,.:;:i:,Tvi:::,,,w,

86.8
90.91
78.1Y18.1-',294i;
bo:'s..
764:9..

t';85*
:97.5;

91.1
6.

16.5
14.6

1.6.9
18.6.;
125;
16:9':

19.8
.19:2 i

,

.439*Ic
4,559#*.

..

*..20.1,-..
-.27831:

.479i*
a06",
.183

.tiii,;*

I I ae A4-ir -1eve
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TABLE VII-B

Means (11) and Standard Deviations (a) for the Aptitudes of the GATB

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Olive Sorter 9-68.60
Packer (agrio.) 9-68.35

N = 327

Aptitudes M

G-Intelligence 88.7 16.4
V-Verbal.Aptitude 91:3 15.8

N-Numerical Aptitude 82.7 18..8
SSpatial.Aptitude 91.6 17.3

, P7Form Perception 86.4 21.1

Q-Clerical:Pereeptian.. . ,
bl*s- 16.9-

K-Motor OOordination 974 19.8
7-Finger Dexterity, _06.7 19.0

M-Mmlual Dexterity 96.6 25.1

Table VII-A, which presents data for the sampla of Olive Sorters; shows

that tho highest mean scores in descending order of magnitude were ob-

tained for Aptitudes K, Zia F, V, and S, respSctively. All the aptitudes

have standard deviations of less than 20, with Aptitude Q exhibiting the

smallest standard deviation. !Men N = 58,,correlations of :337 and .259
are sigaifica.nt at the .01 level and the .05 level, respectively. Apti-

tudes G, V, Q, and Li show signi.ficant correlations at the .01 level, and

Aptitudes N, 8, and P show significant correlations at the .05 level
with tho criterion:

Table which presents mean.s and standard dovir_tions of the aptitupdes

for the Combized. Sample, shows that the highest mean scores in decreasing

order of magnitude were obtained. for Aptitados K, F, and. M, and that the

lowest -tandard deviations' were obtained for Aptitades G''and V.

Qualitative 46,nalysis:

The jo'o analysia for Olive Sorter indioated that the followintg aptitudes

r.casurod by the GATB appeared to be important for this occupa ion:

Fonn
imperfections and to, rSciOgni0 4iff,f-ls,???P°''122. 19' 2.11-

Motor 'CoOrd1=4.4on: retiaired in co ordinating -hand and

r5-23V7; inaTements ?-n 140kini ..412,:aq.:111.64tY' of tho ,011!=iilide =on*"
as quiokiy-as

-Off fareign"raisiterials-as"<-

the olives pass on 'a moving belt.
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Finger Dexterity (F) and Manual Dexterity 04 - required In picking
ii.Faives rapidly and in tossing off foreign material with fingers
while hands are partially filled; in readhing out to pick'up olives;
tn the twisting and turning.pptions Of hands to drop olives into
palna and in tossing accumulated handfuls into proper'conveyor channel.

C. Selection of Test Norma:

Consideration was given to Aptitudes P, K, F, and M for inclusion in the

test norms. Aptitudes P and M show significant correlations with the cri.

terion. Aptitudes IC, F, and Lc show the highest mean scores for this sam-
ple of Olive Sorters and all these aptitudes appear to bel important in

terms of the job analysis data. Although Aptidudes V and S had high mean

scores and significant correlations with the oriterion, and Aptitudes G,

N, and Q also had significant correlations with the criterion, none of
these aptitudes were oonsidered further for inclusion in the norms because
they had been eliminated for final consideration for the other four sam-

ples in B-376 on the basis of the reasons cited in the statistical and
qualitative analysis of those data. Several sets of norms consisting of
various combinations of Aptitudes P. K, F, and M with appropriate cutting
scores were tried. The relationship -between each set of trial norms and
the dichotomized criterion was determined by means of the tetrachoric cor-

relation technique. The selective efficiency of norms consisting of P-70,

F-70, and M-70 was better than the seleotive 'efficiency of any other set

of norms tried for all the samples combined and these norms also showed
good selective efficiency for each sample taken separately. The cutting

scores for Aptiiudes P, F, and M. are each within 10 points of one standard
deviation below the sample mean.

VII. Concurrent Validity of Zarms.

For the purpose of computing the tetrachoric correlation coefficient between

the test norra a-nd the criterion and applying the Chi Square test for the

Olive Sorter sample, the criterion was dichotomized by placing one-third of

the sample in tho low criterion group. Those workers who received a criterion

score of 40 or more wore placed in the high criterion group and those with a

score of 39 or less wore placed in the low criterion group. This placed 19,
or 33 percent of the 58 workers, in the law criterion group.

Table VIII-A shows tho relationship between test norms consisting of P-70,

F-70, and M-70 and tho dichotomized criteriOn 'for-Olive Sorter 9-68.60. Table

VIII-B, a composite or the tables which show the relationship between the

above ,norma and -the dichotomized driteil:cai''c.6i7. .Pach of 'the samples of Fruit

Sorter, Packer (agric.), and O1vó Sórtéi, 'shakrs the relationship between the

test norms and the,criteria for the Combined Sample of327:workers. Workers

in each low criterion, groi:ip haie beendesigiated ;as, "poer 'workers" and workers

in each high criterion group be.ve been designaied as "good workers."
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TABLE VIII-A

Relationship botvreen Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes

P-701 F-70, and M-70 and the Criterion
for Olive Sorter 9r68.60

N = 58

' Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

i Qualifying
Test Scores

-
1

To-cer-21
,

Good Workers

Poor Workers
Total

,

,

9

13
22

30

6

36

39
19
58

rtet'= 66 X2..= 9.315

-°1-tet ,P12 < .005

The data in the above table Indicate' a significant relationship between
the teat norms and the criterion for this sample.

TABLE VIII-B

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes
P-70, P-70, and M-70 and,the Criterion

for the Combined Sample

Fruit Sorter 9-68.60
Olive Sorber 9.68.60

Packer (agrio.) 9-68.35
N = 327

'i NonrQualifying 'Qualifying,
Test Scores .Test .Scores

Good Workers 42 188 230

i Poor Workers 53 44 97
;
1

Total 95 232 327

I,

rtet =,.59 X2 = 42.058

Crrtet = .19 p/z 6005
,

Total

,

Ths data in the above table indicate a sigaificant relationship between the

test norms end the criterion for the Combined Sample.
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VIII. Conclusions

On the basis of the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
data for Olive Sorter and the other four samples in B-376, Aptitudes P, Ps

and M eadh with a minimum score of 70 are recommended as B-1002 norms for
the occupations of Fruit Sorter 9-68.60, Olive Sorter 9-68.60 and Packer

(agric.) 9-68.35. The equivalent B-1001 norms consist of P-4, F-75, and

M-70.

IX. Determination of Occupational Aptitude Pattern

Men the specific test norms for an occupation include three aptitudes,
only-those occupational aptitude patterns which include these three apti-
tudes with cutting scores that are mithin 10 points op the cutting scores
ostablished for the specific norms are considered for that occupation.

One of the'existing 23 Occupational Aptitude Patterns meets these criteria

for this study. This Occupational Aptitude Pattern is OAP-16, and its B..1002

norms are P-75, F-80, and M-80. The selective efficienoy of this OAP for
the combined sample of 327 was determined tqlmeans of the totrachoric cor-

relation technique. A tetrachoric correlation of .50.with a standard
error of .09 was obtained, mhich indicates a significant relationship be-
tween OAP-16 and the criteria for the combined sample. The proportion of
the sample screened out bY 0AP-16 was .49, which is mithin the required

range of .10 amd .60. Therefore, it is recommended that OAP-16 be used in
counseling for the occupations of Fruit Sorter 9-68.60, Olive Sorter
9-68.60, and Packer (agrio.) 9-68.35.
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